Papers Rosa Manus
Inventarisnummer: 0122
The first I was approached a couple of months ago with the idea of a memorial in honor of my sister Rosa Mann. I felt repugnant. I had a kind of feeling that now was not the time to especially select one person to be honored because she died through Nazi hatred. The death through Nazi hatred is only one amongst hundreds. Yet a thousand of destines. Her courage to remain in the place where she was born, where she lived, where our nearest relatives lay, where our nearest relatives were. Was no longer. She was no longer. Of her's men who became all these others who became a part of Nazi's oppression. Butosa of Nazi's oppression. Butosa of Nazi's oppression. She was a symbol of International Labor Day. To the Labor Movement World, a symbol of International Labor Day. She was a symbol of International Labor Day, to better understand.
better humanity to place a freedom all over the world.

As I stand here, I must confess, I shall be here one day, because my back is rigid. When we are interested in Rome, we speak of the battle connected with it, in the old suffrage days - we met first the forty girls. The I began to your - outstanding women, the pioneers of other days. When we all hope the pleasure and, as I am in the midst - Rev. Amman, you saw those days the Cairo in all the places called to declare.

Paul I remember her speeches at one time. Our family remiinisces - that kept itself in my memory, now when she repeatedly spoke to the younger ones in new generations spoke about the tradition. She had to keep running to not lose the good habits by tradition.
the Torch. She has handed over to those younger men. With families — to bear its light among the younger ones in all nations. The nations of whom I see Scope represented their here assembled. Some of these close collaborators of Rome. — The newer generation, let them be the bearers of the height. The burning torch here to let upheal with the torch that speaks for freedom enfranchisement of all human beings. Elsewhere where they belong to.

It is also here in — as I was told — a plan to have her name garnished in some work in the future. I'd be with the hickin 'of woman's work — the creation of which was accomplished some year within the 1870s — which always...
she wrote to me, was compensated.
I do not know if she the back nearly. It was not
much. She never had the heart into a safe place. I will not.
I pledge us to try again together.
and reason about all that has been achieved in women's
work. Your name to be changed. Will have a lot to contribute. Come
day when all shall live again. They connect her name with the
Library of This Reader.
They take all live to be present on that day in our
beloved. - freed Holland.
I never to forget all those who
had to give their lives in that one battle.